
 

HOTEL BERNINI PALACE OF FLORENCE IN "PREFERRED HOTELS & RESORTS" 

THE WORLD ELITE OF LUXURY HOTELS 

The 5-star hotel in the heart of Florence became part of the prestigious 

international network that unites the best structures  in 85 countries 

around the world. 

"It begins with a dream": these words represent the "Preferred Hotels & 

Resorts", an international network of high-level hotels and resorts in more 

than 85 countries around the world. Today among the network’s dream 

facilities there is also Hotel Bernini Palace in Florence, a luxury hotel of 

Duetorrihotels Group.  

It could not be otherwise: the 5-star hotel, housed in a XV century 

building, a few steps from Palazzo Vecchio and the river Arno, has 

combined its role as a guardian of the city memory with its natural 

vocation to luxury, obtained through the most modern and high quality 

standards, along with extreme attention to customer needs, providing 

unique and unforgettable experience of “Made in Italy” hospitality.  

The antique Parliament Hotel, with its buvette as a meeting place for the 

Parliament members of the newly formed Kingdom of Italy, is confirmed 

as a privileged place for a vacation that combines luxury, attention to 

detail and the unique thrill of breathing with the ancient atmosphere, 

deep in the heart of Florentine and Italian history and art.  

The fact that Bernini has become part of the "Preferred Hotels & Resorts" 

is the confirmation of the Hotel’s mission to offer a dream vacation to 

the most high-level clientèle.  

 

 

Hotel Bernini Palace | Info:  

Piazza San Firenze, 29 (Piazza della Signoria) – 50122 Firenze  

Tel. + 39 055 288621 – fax + 39 055 268272  

Info: info.hotelbernini@duetorrihotels.com 

 hotelbernini.duetorrihotels.com 

 

 

UFFICIO STAMPA | OMNIA RELATIONS  

OMNIA Factory _ T. + 39 051 6939166_6939129 F. +39 051 6939037  

OMNIA Lab _ T./F. + 39 051 261449  

Lucia Portesi, lucia.portesi@omniarelations.com, M. +39 349 3692989  

www.omniarelations.com 
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